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In this article we consider the initial value problems for Ricomi operators. For that
purpose we employ a method by which we can simultaneously treat both hyperbolic
operators and elliptic operators (It was at first employed in [4] only for hyperbolic
operators). Our method will be applicable also for more general operators, but we do
not discuss about further generalization here.
Let $P(x, D)$ be a mmicrodifferential operator defined at $x^{*}=(\mathrm{O};0, \cdots, 0, \sqrt{-1})$
$\in\sqrt{-1}\mathrm{T}^{*}\mathrm{R}^{n}$ of order $m$, written in the form
$P(x, D)=D_{1}^{2}-x_{1}D^{2}n+ \sum_{0j=,1}P_{j}(X, D’)D_{1}^{j}$ ,
ord $P_{j}\leq 1-j$.
Here we have written $D’=(D_{2}, \cdots, D_{n}),$ $D^{n}=(D_{1}, \cdots, D_{n-1})$ , and
$D^{n\prime}=(D_{2}, \cdot, . , D_{n-1})$ as usual.
Let $x^{*}’=(0;0, \cdots, 0, \sqrt{-1})\in\sqrt{-1}\mathrm{T}^{*}\mathrm{R}^{n-1}$ . We consider the Cauchy problem
(1) $\{$
Pu$(x)=0$,
$D_{1}^{j}u(0,x’)=v_{j+1}(x’)$ , $0\leq j\leq 1$ ,
where $u(x)\in C_{\mathrm{R}^{n},x^{*}}$ and $v_{j}(x’)\in C_{\mathrm{R}^{n-1}},x^{*\prime}$ . We rewrite (1) in the $\mathrm{f}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{U}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{W}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{g}$ form:
(2) $L\vec{u}=0arrow,\vec{u}(\mathrm{O},x’)=v(arrow X’)$ .
Here we have written
$L(x, D)=D1I_{2}+$
with some $Q_{j}(x, D’)\in \mathcal{E}_{x^{*}}$ , ord $Q_{j}\leq 2-j$ , and
$\vec{u}(x)=$ , $v(arrow x’)=$ .
It is easy to see that for any $varrow\in(c_{\mathrm{R}^{n-1;}},\mathcal{I}^{*})^{2}$ there uniquely exists a formal solu-
tion $\vec{u}$, which is an analytic functional. In fact using the $\mathrm{S}(\succ \mathrm{c}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{u}_{\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}}$ pseudodifferential
operators with finite velocity, we can construct the elementary solution for the above
Cauchy problem (See [4]). Of course it is not a microfunction solution, and it does
not have any meaning as it stands. Therefore we need to discuss when it becomes a
microfunction.
For that purpose, we give the following
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Theorem 1. Let $\omega\subset\sqrt{-1}\mathrm{S}^{*}\mathrm{R}^{n}$ be a small neighborhood of $x^{*}$ , and let $\omega^{\pm}=$
$\{(x, \xi)\infty\in\omega;\pm x_{1}>0\}$ . There exist 2 $\cross 2$ invertible matrices of holomo$7phic$ mi-
crolocal operators $F^{\pm}(x, D’),$ $G^{\pm}(x’, D’)$ defined on (a complex neighborhood of) $\omega^{\pm}$
such that
$L(x, D)=F^{\pm}(x, D’)\Lambda(x, D)G^{\pm\prime}(XD’,)$
on $\omega^{\pm}$ , where
$\Lambda=$ ( $0,n$ ’ $D_{1}+\sqrt{x_{1}}D_{n}0$ ).
Here we take $\arg x_{1}=0$ (resp. $\arg x_{1}=\pi$) on $\omega^{+}(\mathrm{r}\propto \mathrm{p}. \omega^{-})$ , and we define
$\arg\sqrt{x_{1}}=(\arg x1)/2$ . Holomorphic microlocal operators are some class of analytic
pseudodifferential operators. They are defined by [6], and [1] gave a symbol theory
for them. Note that they have microlocal property. Since $G^{\pm}$ does not contain $x_{1}$ , it
is in fact defined on the full neighborhood $\omega$ of $x^{*}$ .
We next give an application. In fact the author does not have given the complete
proof for the rest of this article, although in the symposium he reported as if he had
proved even a stronger result.
Let $\omega\subset\sqrt{-1}\mathrm{S}^{*}\mathrm{R}^{n}$ (resp. $\omega’\subset\sqrt{-1}\mathrm{S}^{*}\mathrm{R}^{n-1}$) be a small neighborhood of $x^{*}$ (raep.
$x^{*})’$ , and let
$\omega_{0}(r)=\{(\mathcal{I},\xi)\in\omega;|\xi\prime\prime|\leq r|_{X_{1}}|{\rm Im}\xi n\}$ ,
$\omega^{\pm_{0}}(r)=\omega\pm \mathrm{n}\omega_{0}(r)$,
$\omega_{0}’=\{(X\xi’,’)\in\omega;\xi\prime\prime n=0\}$







Let us consider (2) in the special case $varrow\in(C_{1}’)^{2}$ , and discuss if the formal solution $\vec{u}$
belongs to $(C_{1})^{2}$ . We first consider $\vec{u}$ in the hyperbolic region $\omega^{+}.$ Multiplyin$\mathrm{g}(2)$ by
$(F^{+}(x, D’))^{-1}$ ffom the left, we obtain
(3) A $(x, D)uarrow+=0arrow,\vec{u}^{+}(\mathrm{o},x’)=\overline{v}^{+}(x’)$ ,
where $\vec{u}^{\pm}(x)=(F^{\pm}(X, D’))^{-1}\vec{u}(x)$ and $v(arrow x’)=G^{\pm}(X’, D’)varrow(X’)$ . It is easy to see
that the formal solution $\vec{u}^{+}$ (and thus $\vec{u}$) always becomes a microfunction here. In
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on $\omega^{+}$ . Here $\exp(\pm\frac{2}{3}x^{3/2}D_{n})$ are nothing but classical Fourier integral operators
on $\omega^{+}$ , because the exponent of their complete symbols $\exp(\pm\frac{2}{3}x\xi_{n}3/2)$ are pure
imaginary on $\omega^{+}$ . In fact we have
(4) $\exp(\pm\frac{2}{3}xD_{n}3/2)$ : $C1+ \ni w(X)arrow w(x’’, x\pm\frac{2}{3}x_{1})n3/2\in C_{1}^{+}$ .
We next consider the formal solution $\vec{u}$ on the elliptic region $\omega^{-}$ $\mathrm{M}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}_{\mathrm{P}}1\mathrm{y}\dot{\mathrm{m}}\mathrm{g}(2)$
by $(F^{-(XD)},’)^{-1}$ from the left, we obtain
(5) A$(x, D)\overline{u}=0arrow,\overline{u}(0, x’)=\overline{v}(X’)$ ,
In this case formally we have
$u_{1}^{-}= \exp(\frac{2}{3}x^{3/2}D_{n})v^{-}1(x)’$ ,
$u_{2}^{-}= \exp(-\frac{2}{3}xD_{n}3/2)v^{-}2(x)$’
on $\omega^{-}$ . Here $\exp(\pm\frac{2}{3}x^{3/2}D_{n})$ are defined simlillarly in the sense of analytic function-
als, but this time they are not real Fourier integral operators. In fact, employing the
definition (4) it is easy to see that
(i) $v_{1}^{-}\neq 0\Rightarrow u_{1}^{-}\not\in C_{1^{-}}$ ,











Therefore we obtain the following
Theorem 2. Let $\vec{v}\in(C_{1}’)^{2}$ . Then we have $\vec{u}\in(C_{1})^{2}$ if, and only if,
$g_{(1,1)}(xD’’,)v_{1}(x)’+g(1,2)(x’, D’)v2(x’)=0$ .
We have another representation. Since $G^{-}(x’, DJ)$ is invertible, we have
$varrow=(G^{-}(xD’’,))^{-1}\vec{w}(X’)$ , where $\vec{w}=G^{-}(xD’’,)varrow(X’)$ . If $v(arrow x)$’ satisfies (6), the first









Let $A=$ { $\vec{v}(x)’\in(C_{1}’)2$ ; the Cauchy problem (2) is well $\mathrm{d}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{d}$ } $(\subset(c_{1}’)^{2})$ . We
have proved that $A$ is one-dinensional, i.e.,
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